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Fluxes uncertainties: astrophysics vs dark halo

1. Propagation models: almost two orders of magnitude, one above one below the MED set

2. Radial distribution of the halo: modulates spectra in a less significant way, even if higher DM density regions in the inner 

Galaxy or the introduction of a cohorotating Dark Disk (Lisa Randall proposal) could induce a greater annihilation cross 

section.

Physics Letters B 683 (2010) 248–254



Nuclear Uncertainties in the antiproton channel

 Uncertainties in the pbar production spectrum are at least 10%.

 Below 100 GeV the uncertainties for 𝒑𝒑 → ഥ𝒑 are about 10-20%

 Above 100 GeV extrapolations lead to errors larger than 30%

𝑝 + 𝐼𝑆𝑀 → ҧ𝑝…
𝑝 + 𝑝𝐼𝑆𝑀 → ҧ𝑝…

𝑝 + 𝐻𝑒𝐼𝑆𝑀 → ҧ𝑝…

Poor measurements (forthcoming COMPASS and SHINE data)

No direct measurements until 2017 (SMOG)

𝐸𝐾

Reference band 
for fitting function (to NA49 data)

20% uncertainty

From di Mauro, Donato et al estimate 
(Phys Rev D 90.085017 2014)

𝑝 + 𝑝𝐼𝑆𝑀 → ҧ𝑝

In March LHCb has performed the first measurement of 
the antiproton cross-section in p-He collisions at 6.5 TeV
using fixed He target @ SMOG. A precision of around 10% 
is attained

𝑝 + 𝐻𝑒𝐼𝑆𝑀 → ҧ𝑝



Compilation of Measurements: LHC contributions

• There are new improved calculation of secondary antiproton 
production, with a particular focus on the high energy regime, 
employing the most recent collider data.

• A substantial increase of antiproton cross sections with energy, 
driven by the violation of Feynman scaling as well as by an 
enhanced strange hyperon production.

• This violation could lead to more antiprotons than
expected at high energies

Winkler, JCAP 02(2017)048



Leptons physics with AMS-02:
what we have to clarify



 Standard simulations with pure secondaries are not capable
of reproducing positrons, without introducing primary DM 
or/and astrophysical components

 Positrons spectrum hardening above 30 GeV is not expected
within the standard paradigms

 The change of slope is very similar for electrons and 
positrons, with an approximately conserved ∆𝛾𝑒+−𝑒−

3. Isotropy: 𝛿 ≤ 0.020

1. Sum of a diffuse spectrum and a 
single power law source

2. No clear sign of substructures

4. Above ~260 𝐺𝑒𝑉 the positron fraction no longer
exhibits a remarkable increase with energy



AMS-02 2017



Anyone of two well-known nearby pulsars, Geminga
and Monogem, can satisfactorily provide enough 
positrons to reproduce AMS-02 observations: 

The predicted anisotropy level is, at present, 

consistent with limits from Fermi-LAT and AMS-02

Pulsars Problem

∆𝐴𝑀𝑆≤ 0.020



AMS-02: intriguing new 
measurements of CRs features

• If excess positrons are produced in pulsars or 
DM annihilation why the p/e+ ratio is flat?

• The flat p/e+ ratio perhaps indicates 
a common origin of p and e+!

AMS-02



Our CRs production and propagation model 
based on AMS-02 data

The Astrophysical Journal 840:115 No 2, 2017, 
arXiv:1704.06337



• Geometry: halo of thickness 𝒛

• Diffusion: diffusion in the galactic magnetic field 
inhomogeneities, propagating through the ISM (𝑫𝟎, 𝜹)

• Convection: galactic wind with velocity Vc and 
gradient Τ𝒅𝑽𝒄 𝒅𝒛

• Reacceleration: interstellar turbulence with Alfvén
velocity 𝑽𝑨

• Sources: SNe shocks produce power law spectra in 
energy (𝜸𝟏,𝟐 indices)

Source

Diffusion

Convection

Reacceleration

Adiabatic Expansion

Energy Loss in ISM Fragmentation

Decay

The Propagation Scheme in the Milky Way

6 fundamental parameters space to fix CR 
propagation + N specific injection indices



Va : Alfvén velocity
VC : convection velo city

MCMC Matrix

1. A Monte-Carlo-Markov-Chain
interface to GALPROP v55;

2. The solar modulation is made

using HelMod;

3. The experimental observables
used in the MCMC scan include
all published AMS-02 data on
protons, Helium, B/C ratio and
electrons, while positrons and
antiprotons are excluded.

Using AMS-02 high precision data within GALPROP framework we can constrain CR propagation and 

the galactic physics (The Astrophysical Journal 840:115 No 2, 2017, arXiv:1704.06337)



CR Physics Improvements

Before AMS-02 After AMS-02

Unit Error (%)

𝒛 kpc 60%

𝑫𝟎/10^28 cm2s−1 100%

𝜹 60%

𝑽𝑨𝒍𝒇𝒗𝒆𝒏 km s−1 90%

𝑽𝟎𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗 km s−1 100%

Τ𝒅𝑽𝑪 𝒅𝒛 km s−1𝑘𝑝𝑐−1 100%

 Before AMS-02 we were not able to fix the CR propagation

physics: the parameters lied in very wide ranges.

 With AMS-02 data is finally possible to achive a consistent

best fit: the errors associated to the fundamental

propagation parameters 𝐳, 𝑫𝟎𝒙𝒙, 𝜹𝟏,𝟐 are greatly reduced.

Error (%)
Improvement 

factor Τ𝜺𝒃𝒆𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒆 𝜺𝒂𝒇𝒕𝒆𝒓

18% 3
12% 8

6% 10

10% 9

6% 16

7% 14

One order of magnitude of 
improvement for 

fundamental parameters



Proton and Helium High Solar Activity

1% error

PRL 114, 171103 (2015) data
PRL 115, 211101 (2015) data

Impressive agreement
between data and 

HelMod-modulated LIS 
from GALPROP



B/C

Good agreement
between data and 

HelMod-modulated LIS 
from GALPROP, within

nuclear and propagation
uncertainties



Not understood

Prediction with GALPROP
for electrons and positrons

Room for a primary component
symmetrical w.r.t. positrons

Electrons Positrons



The antiproton channel

The Astrophysical Journal 840:115 No 2, 2017, 
arXiv:1704.06337



PRL 117, 091103 (2016) data

Antiprotons

The Antiproton LIS is substantially
compatible with AMS-02 within few %

Tiny discrepancies w.r.t. AMS-02 high 
precision data could be due to:

• nuclear cross section uncertainties
• peculiar propagation effects or 

variation of primary p and He 
spectra in the Galaxy

 In standard GALPROP: analytic parameterizations from Tan & Ng based on 70’s data: PRD 26 (1982) 1179; J.Phys.G:Nucl Phys 9 (1983) 227
 In our study: recalculated ҧ𝑝 production in pp/pA/AA-interactions using EPOS-LHC and QGSJET-II-04 MC generators, tuned to accelerator data 

(ApJ, 803:54, 2015)



Antip/p: astrophysical uncertainty vs nuclear uncertainty 

Solar Modulation error included

Prediction

Astro. Uncertainty

∆𝜎𝑝+𝑝→ ҧ𝑝
(di Mauro, Donato et al., Phys Rev D 90.085017 2014)

From NA49+BRAHMS analysis



Error Bands: Astrophysics vs Nuclear physics 

 Propagation uncertainties are lower than nuclear one.

 Adding further AMS-02 data set to the analysis (C, O, Li, Be, B) the propagation error will be reduced.



Total uncertainty band + DM DarkSUSY simulations

BETTER CANDIDATES: m > 1 TeV, 0.6 TeV < m < 1 TeV and 𝝈𝒗 < 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝟓𝒄𝒎𝟑/𝒔

• TeV scale candidates are favored by LHC, direct, indirect and astrophysical searches.

• DM signals could in principle still hide within the overall error band.

arXiv:0809.2409v5

10 TeV candidate



DM search status @ Colliders







The main idea

Two main production mechanisms, affecting the 
experimental strategies:

1) Effective interactions with quarks and gluons if no 
new resonances accessible

2)    Decays of other resonances - new mediators - when
the latter can be produced on-shell



Effective Field Model

The contraint grandly varies
according to the operator

The exclusion capability is competitive with direct search
experiment in the DM mass region below 10 GeV



the mediator has to 
be produced off-shell

Simplifies model approach



Fixed couplings

ATLAS dijet results exclude the 
existence of mediating particles 
with masses from about 600 GeV 
to 2 TeV.

The mono-jet and mono-photon 
channels exclude the parameter 
space at lower mediator and 
dark-matter masses, below the 
off-shell region

Only TeV-ish DM candidates and 
mediators are free to sweep the 
parameters space and in 
agreement with thermal relic 
density



We are learning that:

• Minimal SUSY parameter space is narrowing
• The masses scale for DM, NLSP and exotic

mediators is increasing up to the TeV scale

SUSY





Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 071801 (2016)



• AMS-02 data allow a deeper understanding of the «High Energy Universe» and do put the models to the test,

highlightning theoretical inaccuracies and driving the models to a precision astroparticle physics;

• Fitting AMS-02 data with the latest GALPROP framework together with the HelMod Model of Heliosphere, a

precise and almost univocal propagation scheme was achieved, granting a unitary description of CR physics at the

% level;

• This model is fully consistent and capable of reproducing all CRs observations (except for positrons, but the work is

still in progress);

• Once fixed the CR propagation parameters, the secondary background for DM searches (and anomalies in general)

is removed;

• The indirect dark matter search is moving through a TeV-ish DM paradigm, which is substained by recent

astrophysical and colliders observations.


